
 









Embrace Darkness 

Sleeping in total darkness makes it easier to achieve deeper, more 

restorative sleep, Even ambient light from devices can affect sleep 

quality. Unlike others, our masks totally block out the light. 

Limited Edition Lavender Eye Mask 

Made in small runs to reflect current trends, our Limited Edition Eye Masks feature new 

fabrics selected by Joanna each season. Regal Japanese Brocades and French 'Tissu 

Brocart', both steeped in textile history, bring additional decadence to this new Waves 

collection. 

Limited Edition masks have a soft Cotton Velvet lining and a soothing natural Lavender 

flower filling. 

Jade Chevron Navy Damask 

Japanese Jade Gold Crane Carp 

Blue Waves Lilac Waves Golden Waves 







 



The Beauty of Pure Mulberry Silk 

Silk's beauty benefits have been harnessed by the Chinese for centuries. Friction-free 
Mulberry Silk is renowned for reducing skin and hair damage by up to 50% compared to 
Cotton and is recommended by beauty experts and hair stylists to preserve skin and hair. 

Silk contains the protein Serecin, which mirrors the proteins found in skin and hair. This 
aids hydration, whilst the naturally hypoallergenic Silk reduces facial creasing during 
sleep. 

Mulberry Silk products are easily cared for by machine washing on a 30'delicates cycle. 

Limited Edition Pure Mulberry Silk Lavender Eye Mask 

Jannah Liberty Print Isadora Liberty Print 

Thorpeness Liberty Print Mabel Hall Liberty Print Elysian Day Liberty Print 

Bloom Alpine Symphony Liberty Print Bluebell Liberty Print 

Mulberry Silk... is woven from longer Silk fibres to create a friction-free, mirror-smooth 

finish. Momme refers to the Silk fibres per square inch; the higher the count the better the 
quality. We use 22 momme to ensure luxury and durability. 



 









Ultimate Sleep Set 

Our two sleep heroes combined to bring you the ultimate night's sleep. 

Let your tensions subside as the Lavender Eye Pillow, made in stunning Dupion Silk and 
perfectly weighted with organic Seed and Lavender flowers, induces calm and silences 
mind chatter, preparing you for sleep. 

Follow with our Classic Lavender Eye Mask made with matching Dupion Silk on the front, 
a soft Cotton Velvet lining on the reverse and a soothing natural Lavender flower filling. 
Available with an embroidered Cherry Blossom or Dragonfly motif. Featuring our iconic 
Honey piping and matching soft Velvet ties for the perfect fit, this mask is designed to 
block out all light and soothe your senses through until morning. Recommended by 
sleep experts as a perfect addition to your night-time routine. 

Presented in a beautiful Organza gift bag. 

Silver Rose Jade 

Saffron Emerald Navy with Mulberry Silk Mask 

Dupion Silk ..... characteristically features naturally occurring slubs. 

Created by thicker Silk threads being woven into the weft of the Silk, slubs 
bring a regal shimmer to the cloth. Slubs are not a fabric fault! 






